In 2015, Centenary SHS have three clear priorities:

**Know Your Students**
- Mentoring
- One School Dashboard
- Diagnostic Testing
- J.S. Core Teachers

**Planned Shaping of Learning**
- ASOT
- Differentiation
- Literacy

**Junior Secondary**
- Signature Practices
- Culture
- Learning Foundations

**Every Student Matters at Centenary**

**Quality Learning, Quality Futures**

**ACTION PLANS**

- **PEDAGOGY**
  - Professional Development
  - Teaching and Learning

- **FOUNDATION SKILLS**
  - Literacy
  - Numeracy
  - ICTs

- **SUB SCHOOLS**
  - Senior School
  - Senior School Data
  - Junior School

- **STUDENT SUPPORT**
  - YLC
  - Behaviour
  - International

- **ORGANISATIONAL**
  - Communications
  - Marketing
  - OHS
  - Facilities
  - IT
  - Finance

**KEY TARGETS**

- **Year 12 Outcomes**
  - 75% of OP eligible students receive an OP 1-15
  - 98% of student who apply through QTAC receive a tertiary offer
  - 98% QCE Attainment
  - QCS Mean > 175

- **NAPLAN**
  - Relative Gain Higher than Peers average 25%
  - Relative Gain less than Peers average <15%
  - >90% NMS All strands
  - >25% U2B All strands
  - > Australian Means All strands

- **8-12 Subject Performance**
  - 60% A, B in Semester Reports

- **School Opinion Surveys**
  - Parents > 95% Satisfied This is a Good School
  - Staff > 98% Satisfied This is a Good School
  - Students >94% Satisfied This is a Good School

- **Pedagogical Framework**
  - Walkthroughs indicate that at least 90% staff utilising Marzano Lesson Plan
  - At least 90% students can articulate goals of the lesson
  - All staff engaged in Design Questions through Collegial Mentoring

- **Brand Health**
  - Proportion of Feeder School Year 6 Enrolment – 70%